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Design and Analysis of a Proof-of-Concept
Chequered-Network Compressive Array

Heinrich Edgar Arnold Laue, Member, IEEE, and Warren Paul du Plessis, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Compressive arrays have recently been proposed
as a new technique for reducing the number of controls in
a beamforming system for a given array aperture, promising
improved performance over existing thinned-array and subarray
techniques. Chequered networks, feed networks consisting of
interconnected couplers and fixed phase shifters, have been
suggested for realising the required overlapped subarrays. Al-
though a chequered network has previously been implemented
in microstrip, an integrated compressive array, comprising both
the antenna elements and the feed network, is required to
demonstrate the practical feasibility of such systems. Results
for the first successfully manufactured chequered-network com-
pressive array with integrated antenna elements are presented,
thereby showing that compressive arrays are promising for use
in a variety of real-world beamforming applications. Analysis
of the results shows that steered-beam squint is a greater issue
than previously assumed, and design guidelines are presented
for minimising the risk of excessive steered-beam squint in
manufactured compressive arrays.

Index Terms—Compressive arrays, chequered networks, an-
tenna feeds, subarray feeds, beam steering, phased arrays

I. INTRODUCTION

BEAMFORMING antenna arrays are used to transmit or
receive signals in various directions while the physical

array remains stationary [2]. Electronic controls steer the
array in different directions [2]. These dynamic beamforming
controls are implemented in hardware using phase shifters, in
software using transmitters/receivers at the antenna elements,
or using a compromise between these two approaches [3].

Reduced-control arrays limit the number of controls for a
given antenna aperture in order to reduce cost, size and/or
weight [2], [4]–[7]. Thinned arrays are formed by taking
a filled array and removing or disabling some of the ele-
ments [2], [8]–[10]. Sparse arrays are similar to thinned arrays,
but the element locations are not restricted to an underlying
grid [11], [12]. Subarrays combine the signals from multiple
antenna elements [2], [6], [7]. If some or all of the antenna
elements are shared between the subarrays, they are referred to
as partially and completely overlapped subarrays, respectively.
Feed networks are used to weigh and combine the antenna-
element signals using splitters and combiners [13], [14],
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directional couplers [5], [7], [15], [16], lenses [2], [17], or
radio-frequency integrated circuits (RFICs) [18].

The compressive-array approach is a generalisation of
reduced-control techniques with fixed antenna layouts [4].
A complex-valued feed-network response matrix Φ describes
how the antennas are combined to form the subarrays. Gen-
erally, compressive arrays are completely overlapped subarray
systems. However, placing appropriate constraints on Φ allows
other topologies to be represented [4], [19].

Algorithms have been proposed for optimising compressive
arrays based on radiation-pattern requirements or direction-
finding (DF) performance [4], [19]. Allowing the weights for
combining the antenna elements to be chosen arbitrarily leads
to improved performance over conventional reduced-control
techniques, generally at the expense of a more complicated
feed network [5]. However, this means that the algorithms do
not consider hardware constraints when choosing the weights
for combining the antenna elements.

Compressive arrays have been shown to have theoretically
superior performance to weighted thinned arrays, conven-
tional uniform linear arrays (ULAs) for the same number
of controls, and dual-transform completely overlapped sub-
array systems [4]. A novel theoretical design for a circular
beamforming array showed that a null can be implemented
in hardware, thereby suppressing an interferer before reaching
the receivers [4].

A planar feed network consisting of tiles connected in a che-
quered pattern has been proposed for implementing arbitrary
feed networks, where each tile consists of a coupler and two
fixed phase shifters [5]. A prototype chequered feed network
has been realised successfully in microstrip [5]. However, no
the details of the hardware implementation were given and
the antenna elements were not included in the design, so
the chequered network could not be evaluated in terms of
resulting radiation patterns. Measured results were presented
for the feed-network response, but the relationship between the
accuracy of the feed-network implementation and the accuracy
of the resulting antenna patterns was not quantified.

This paper describes the first successfully manufactured
chequered-network compressive array. The prototype com-
prises a chequered feed network in microstrip along with
printed dipole antenna elements. The narrowband 3-GHz
prototype has four antenna elements and two subarrays, yet
manages to achieve a beam that is steerable across ±10°
with a beamwidth comparable to that of a four-element ULA
with uniform excitations. The entire compressive array was
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manufactured on a single double-sided printed circuit board
(PCB), has no crossing transmission lines, and did not require
tuning after manufacturing.

The proof-of-concept prototype demonstrates the practical
feasibility of chequered-network compressive arrays in several
important ways. Costly full-wave optimisation is only required
at tile level, making the proposed approach computationally
scalable. Successful use is made of embedded antenna-element
patterns during pattern synthesis, demonstrating that compres-
sive arrays are not restricted to arrays with identical antenna-
element patterns. The prototype also highlights areas where
manufacturing has the greatest potential impact on perfor-
mance. Analysis of the results shows that steered-beam squint
is a much greater issue than previously assumed on the basis
of separate manufacture and testing of the antenna elements
and the feed network. This squint is particularly sensitive to
manufacturing tolerances and needs to be addressed during the
design phase. Care must be taken in how the steering range
is specified since both sidelobe level (SLL) and steered-beam
squint tend to worsen at extreme steering angles.

The description of this work will start with an overview
of compressive arrays and chequered networks in Section II.
The design of the prototype compressive array will then
be described in Section III, including a design methodol-
ogy, prototype specifications, antenna-element design, feed-
network design, and microstrip feed-network implementation.
Simulated and measured results are presented in Section IV
and compared to the theoretical results. Finally, a summary is
provided in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

The proof-of-concept array described below is a compres-
sive array, so compressive arrays are briefly introduced in Sec-
tion II-A. Approaches to implementing completely overlapped
feed networks are briefly considered in Section II-B, with the
emphasis on the chequered network that is used in the proof-
of-concept array.

A. Compressive Arrays

Fig. 1 illustrates a compressive array with N = 4 antenna
elements and M = 2 subarrays. The array will be considered on
receive below, although the same principles apply on transmit
by reciprocity.

For each subarray m, unique complex weights are applied
to all antenna-element signals xn before being summed to
form the subarray output ym. The subarray weights φm,n, n ∈
1, . . . , N form the rows of the feed-network response matrix
Φ. The M × 1 signal vector at the subarrays, y, is related to
the N × 1 antenna-element signal vector x via y = Φx. The
subarray signals ym are weighted by complex beamforming
weights wm before being summed to form the steered pattern.
While Φ is fixed, the beamforming weights wm are dynamic
and may be implemented in hardware or in software [4]. More
advanced beamforming algorithms such as minimum variance
distortionless response (MVDR) may also be applied to a
digitised y on reception [1], [20].

w1 w2

y1 y2

Σ

x3x2x1 x4

Σ Σ

1,1 2,1 1,2 2,2 1,3 2,3 1,4 2,4

Fixed feed 
network
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Steered pattern

Fig. 1. An illustration of a compressive array with N = 4 antenna elements
and M = 2 subarrays.

Various approaches to designing compressive feed-network
responses exist [1], [4], [19]–[21]. A suboptimal approach is
forming Φ from a random distribution [1], [20], [21]. For DF,
a least-squares pattern-matching approach has been proposed,
as well as an optimisation procedure based on the Cramér-
Rao bound (CRB) [19]. A recent algorithm [4] minimises the
worst SLL as the main beam is scanned across a given steering
range, with optional sidelobe-shaping constraints independent
of steering angle. This algorithm is used in this paper because
of its ability to control beamwidth and minimise SLL –
key parameters in antenna-array design [2]. Nevertheless, the
proposed implementation approach is valid for any desired
response Φ.

B. Completely Overlapped Feed Networks

Completely overlapped subarrays make use of feed net-
works that allow each subarray output to be connected to
each antenna element, thereby sharing the entire array aperture
between all of the subarrays.

Various techniques exist for implementing completely over-
lapped feed networks in hardware [2], [5], [7], [16], [22].
Dual-transform arrays make use of an N × N Butler ma-
trix with its central beam outputs connected to an M × M
Butler matrix, with the smaller matrix often implemented in
software [2], [7]. The chess network of Skobelev connects
branch-line couplers in a chequered pattern to synthesise
subarray patterns that differ only in their phase centres [7].
The chequered network is an extension of the Skobelev chess
network, where couplers in the same row are not required to
be equivalent, and fixed phase shifts are introduced between
the couplers [5]. The feed network subsequently proposed
by Hirokawa et al. also utilises a network of branch-line
couplers and phase shifts, but focuses on beam-switching
applications where the number of subarrays equals the number
of antenna elements [16]. Coherently radiating periodic struc-
tures (CORPS) are reduced-control feed networks for limited-
scan applications that make use of a network of splitters and
combiners to reduce the number of active phase shifters and
variable amplifiers required to perform beamforming [22].

The primary advantage of chequered networks over other
techniques is that they allow completely arbitrary overlapped
feed-network responses to be realised, making them partic-
ularly suitable for applications where pattern control is the
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Fig. 2. A chequered-network compressive array with N = 6 antenna elements,
M = 4 subarrays, and four tile rows. Adapted from [5].

highest priority [5]. The disadvantage is that this freedom
comes at the potential expense of a more complicated feed
network. The chequered-network technique was validated by
approaching the standard Butler-matrix implementation when
given the same target response [5]. The ability to implement
arbitrary feed-network responses was illustrated by designing a
feed network that allowed three independently specified non-
scanning arrays, namely cosec2 cos, flat-topped, and Cheby-
shev arrays, to share the same eight-element aperture [5].

A chequered-network compressive array with N = 6 antenna
elements, M = 4 subarrays, and four tile rows is illustrated in
Fig. 2 [5]. The signals undergo amplitude and phase alterations
along the various paths, which work together to realise the
arbitrary complex-valued response Φ. Each new row adds to
the number of signal paths, thereby increasing the degrees of
freedom. Typically, each subarray port must have at least two
signal paths to each antenna element [5].

The chequered-network layout is entirely planar, thereby
avoiding crossovers and their associated implementation chal-
lenges [23]. Each tile consists of a coupler with fixed phase
shifters at its upper ports. Couplers must have adjacent through
and coupled ports, e.g. branch-line couplers, to avoid crossing
transmission lines. The coupling ratio is defined as to the
ratio of square-root power delivered to the through port to
that delivered to the coupled port for a given stimulus.

The parameters that implement a desired Φ are found via
optimisation [5]. A chequered network with a small range of
coupling ratios around 0 dB is less challenging to implement
successfully in hardware and is therefore preferable. The min-
imum and maximum coupling ratios can be constrained [5].
The range of coupling ratios can also be minimised by
repeating the optimisation with ever-stricter constraints. The
phase shifts can be minimised in a similar fashion.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section starts by considering the specifications of
the proof-of-concept compressive array in Section III-A, and
then moves on to describe the design of the dipole array

in Section III-B as the array is required to synthesise the
feed network. This feed-network synthesis is then outlined
in Section III-C along with the process to implement this
desired response using a chequered network. Finally, the
microstrip implementation of the feed network is presented
in Section III-D.

A. Design Specifications

The chosen application for the prototype is a beamforming
array with a limited steering range. Four antenna elements and
two subarrays were chosen. Obtaining reasonable performance
from such a small array would require all the available degrees
of freedom to be exploited, making it a good test of the
capabilities of the compressive-array approach.

The specifications chosen for the proof-of-concept compres-
sive array are listed below.

1) The compressive array should operate at 3 GHz. This
frequency allows reasonably compact distributed circuit
implementation while still maintaining dimensions large
enough to be manufactured using standard techniques.

2) The steering range should be |θs | ≤ 10◦ (rounded to
|sin(θs)| ≤ 0.175), a typical range for limited-steering
applications [6].

3) The start of the SLL region should be at sin(θ) = 0.35.
This results in an SLL similar to that of an uniform-
excitation four-element ULA with isotropic elements with
spacings of half a wavelength.

4) The voltage standing wave ratios (VSWRs) of the subar-
rays should be better than 2:1 and the isolation between
the subarray ports better than 10 dB.

5) Due to cost limitations, the compressive feed network and
antenna array should fit on a single sheet of double-sided
Rogers RO4003C substrate of dimensions 272 mm by
196 mm (the usable space on a 9” by 12” sheet).

B. Dipole Array Design

The design of the embedded antenna elements was per-
formed in simulation using Computer Simulation Technology
(CST) Microwave Studio 2018. The chosen antenna technol-
ogy is a printed dipole with an integrated balun since it is easy
to implement on double-sided subtrate [24], [25].

The chosen element spacing was 0.64 wavelengths. This
ensures that the main-beam region of an ambiguity does not
enter the visible region up to a steering angle of sin(θs) =
0.2125 or θs = 12.3◦, slightly wider than the steering range
of interest.

Fig. 3 shows the simulated embedded element gain patterns,
and Fig. 4 shows the worst-case return loss and isolation
across all the elements. The elements have peak gains ranging
from 4.3 dBi to 4.8 dBi. Across |θ | ≤ 10◦, the gain of each
individual element varies by at most 0.3 dB. The VSWRs are
equal to 2:1 (a return loss of 9.5 dB) or better from 2.82 GHz
to 3.36 GHz, giving an impedance bandwidth of 17%. The
isolation between all elements is better than 17.2 dB across
this range. The return losses at 3 GHz are 46.6 dB or better
and the isolations at 3 GHz are 19.5 dB or better.
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Fig. 3. Simulated embedded dipole element azimuth gain patterns at 3 GHz.
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Fig. 4. Simulated worst-case return loss and isolation across all dipole
elements.

The simulated embedded element patterns were used to
design the feed-network response as described in Section III-C.
This shows that the compressive-array design algorithm [4]
can use non-identical embedded element patterns, including
those from unconventional antenna-element layouts, for ex-
ample where the mutual coupling between antenna elements
varies due to uneven spacings.

C. Feed-Network Response and Chequered-Network Design

The feed-network response Φ was designed using the
compressive-array design algorithm [4] for the specifications
listed above with the simulated embedded element patterns
in Fig. 3. The element patterns were only specified and
the SLL only calculated across θ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦] since the
simulated element patterns suggested that the patterns outside
θ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦] were sufficiently suppressed due to the
ground-plane reflector behind the printed dipole elements. The
measured results in Section IV-B validate this assumption.

Since the SLL of a compressive array typically deteriorates
rapidly beyond the steering range (e.g. [4, Fig. 7]), a slightly
wider steering range of |sin(θs)| ≤ 0.2 or |θs | ≤ 11.5◦ was
passed to the algorithm. The sum of the subarray pattern
powers (see Section IV-D) was constrained to be within
±0.1 dB across the steering range [4, eq. (15)–(16)]) as the
SLL deteriorated rapidly when the constraint was reduced
below this value. The algorithm was run 20 times and all
20 designs achieved an SLL of −11.3 dB. All 20 designs
were therefore considered as candidates for implementation
in chequered feed networks.
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Fig. 5. Resulting subarray patterns from the compressive-array design
algorithm for (a) design 10 and (b) design 15.

The feed-network responses were implemented as che-
quered networks using the chequered-network design algo-
rithm [5]. The chequered networks were required to implement
the desired responses with magnitude and phase tolerances of
±0.1 dB and ±1◦, roughly an order of magnitude stricter than
the expected accuracy of the hardware implementation [5].
Further tightening these tolerances would make it more diffi-
cult to find a practical solution without significantly improving
the performance of the manufactured circuit.

The range of phase shifts was constrained to ψ ∈

[−260◦,−140◦]. The upper bound corresponds to the approxi-
mate minimum length of transmission line required to connect
two couplers for the chosen tile size. The lower bound is the
approximate longest transmission line that would fit on a tile
of the chosen size.

The minimum and maximum coupling-ratio constraints
were tightened with equal priority to minimise the range
of coupling ratios in the final design [5]. Couplers from
the initial solution with coupling ratios above 20 dB were
shorted (replaced with 90° transmission lines [5]), and 20
trial points were used in each run of the MATLAB MultiStart
algorithm [5].

All 20 compressive feed networks were successfully synthe-
sised as chequered networks. The smallest coupling-ratio range
(the difference in decibels between the largest and smallest
coupling ratio for a given design) was 3.2 dB in design 15, the
median coupling-ratio range 9.5 dB, and the largest coupling-
ratio range 13.1 dB. The smallest phase-shift range for any
one design was 54◦ again in design 15, the median phase-
shift range 87◦, and the largest phase-shift range 120◦.

Fig. 5 shows the subarray patterns for the two designs with
the smallest coupling-ratio ranges, namely design 10 (7.2 dB)
and design 15 (3.2 dB). Design 10 has two beams pointing in
opposite directions, while design 15 has one subarray with a
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Fig. 6. Chequered network obtained for design 15. Coupling ratios in decibels
appear to the left of the couplers.

single main lobe near broadside, and one subarray with two
lobes to the left and right of broadside and low gain near
broadside. These two designs show striking similarities to two
common types of monopulse array patterns, namely squinted-
beam monopulse patterns and sum-and-difference monopulse
patterns [26] . The compressive-array design algorithm is thus
shown to approach well-established techniques for limited-
scan direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation. Therefore, the al-
gorithm can also be expected to obtain good results for larger
systems and systems with unconventional requirements for
which designs do not yet exist.

Design 15 was chosen since it had the smallest coupling-
ratio and phase-shift ranges. The resulting chequered-network
design is shown in Fig. 6. The coupling ratios range from
−1.6 dB to 1.6 dB and the phase shifts from −195◦ to −140◦.
This design has the added benefit of transferring no power to
matched loads on transmit, making it lossless on transmit [27],
[28].

Although similar patterns can be realised by a monopulse
comparator network with rat-race couplers [26], the advantage
of the chequered-network configuration is that the circuit
implementation is entirely planar, with the antenna-element
ports ordered correctly for direct connection to the antenna
elements without any crossovers.

D. Microstrip Implementation of the Chequered Network

Microstrip was chosen to implement the chequered network
since it can be manufactured easily on double-sided PCB.
The chosen substrate was Rogers RO4003C with a process
dielectric constant of 3.38 and a height of 0.81 mm [29].
In simulation, the recommended design value of 3.55 for the
dielectric constant was used.

The proposed microstrip circuit with associated parameters
for a single tile is shown in Fig. 7, where the tile is square with
sides being 40 mm long. The circuitry consists of a single-
section branch-line coupler and two meandered transmission
lines with variable lengths. Since the application is a narrow-
band system, meandered transmission lines were chosen to
implement the phase shifts due to their simplicity.

Large coupling ratios lead to wide microstrip lines with
potentially significant discontinuities at the coupler junctions.

t

c

wc

wt

h1 h2

1 2

43

Fig. 7. Microstrip implementation of a single chequered-network tile with
optimisation parameters indicated. Each side is 40 mm long. Tile port
numbers are encircled. Dashed lines indicate where the tile is cropped for
the optimisation of the coupler.

Discontinuities are therefore compensated for using constant-
impedance tapers [30].

The first step in the optimisation of a tile is to crop the
tile as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 7, leading to
a coupler circuit with horizontal and vertical symmetry. The
lengths and widths of the coupler arms are optimised for the
following goals.

1) The coupling ratio, given by |S31 |/|S41 |, must equal the
desired coupling ratio.

2) S11 is minimised at 3 GHz which, by symmetry, ensures
that all junctions are matched.

3) The phase difference S41 − S31 (the phase length of
the branch lines) must equal −90◦ as assumed in the
theoretical tile model. This enables accurate phases to
be realised when the meandered lines are included.

4) S21 is minimised at 3 GHz to maintain isolation between
ports 1 and 2, and between ports 3 and 4 by symmetry.

After optimising the coupler in isolation, the meandered
lines are included and their heights are optimised to implement
the desired phase shifts ψ1 and ψ2, giving S31 = ψ1−90◦ and

S42 = ψ2−90◦. Matched terminations at ports z1 and z2 were
realised using 50 Ω 0805 surface-mount resistors that were
connected to the ground plane by means of vias.

Fig. 8(a) shows the complete microstrip circuit with all the
tiles connected. The transmission lines that connect the upper
tiles to antenna elements 2 and 3 have the same phase length
as the transmission lines connected to elements 1 and 4.

Optimising an assembled compressive array would require
vastly more computational resources than optimising individ-
ual tiles. The assembled compressive array produced accept-
able results in simulation and thus no further optimisation was
necessary. This suggests that it will be feasible to design even
large chequered networks using full-wave simulation, since
tiles can be optimised individually and in parallel.

IV. RESULTS

Fig. 8(b) shows a photograph of the manufactured and
assembled compressive array. The substrate and subminiature
version A (SMA) connectors were held together using 10-mm
wide square brass rods on both sides of the circuit.
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Fig. 8. (a) Two-layer microwave circuit for the complete compressive array, with tile and port numbers indicated. Top-layer copper and coupler numbers are
shown in white and bottom-layer copper in dark grey. The substrate measures 268 mm by 185 mm. (b) Photograph of the manufactured compressive array.

The compressive array was manufactured by a local PCB
manufacturer in accordance with IPC-6012 Class 2 [31]. The
compressive array patterns were measured at the Compact
Antenna Test Range (Centre for Electromagnetism) at the
University of Pretoria, South Africa.

A. Scattering Parameter Results

Fig. 9 shows the simulated and measured scattering param-
eters of the assembled compressive array.

The return losses and isolation of the simulated array are all
better than 17.1 dB at 3 GHz. The simulated array has VSWRs
of 2:1 (a return loss of 9.5 dB) or better from 2.77 GHz to
beyond 3.4 GHz, but the isolation is better than 10 dB only up
to 3.35 GHz. This gives a combined impedance and isolation
bandwidth of 19%.

The return losses and isolation of the manufactured array
are better than 17.7 dB at 3 GHz. The manufactured array
has VSWRs of 2:1 or better from 2.84 GHz to 3.28 GHz
for an impedance bandwidth of 14%, and the isolation across
this range is better than 12.3 dB. Considering the resonant
frequencies of S12 and S22, there appears to be an upward
frequency shift of about 70 MHz from the simulated to the
manufactured results.

B. Subarray Pattern Results

Fig. 10 shows the desired, simulated, and measured subarray
patterns at 3 GHz. The desired subarray patterns are those re-
sulting from the compressive-array design algorithm. Between
θ ∈ [−20◦, 20◦], the simulated patterns match the desired
patterns to within 0.9 dB, and the manufactured patterns
match the desired patterns to within 1.5 dB. The simulated
subarray sidelobes have peak values within 0.9 dB of the
desired subarray sidelobe levels, and the measured patterns
have subarray sidelobe levels within 2.6 dB of the desired
levels. These results show that there is good agreement with
the desired patterns at both the simulation and manufacturing
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Fig. 9. (a) Simulated and (b) measured scattering parameters of the compres-
sive array.

stages of the design process, especially in the main-lobe
regions where the gains are the highest.

Simulated subarrays 1 and 2 had peak realised gains in
the azimuth plane of 6.9 dBi and 6.1 dBi, respectively.
Both manufactured subarrays had peak realised azimuth gains
of 7.3 dBi. The subarray sidelobes in the region outside
θ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦] were below −12.1 dB and −14.5 dB for the
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Fig. 10. Normalised desired, simulated, and measured radiation patterns at
3 GHz for (a) subarray 1 and (b) subarray 2.

simulated and manufactured arrays, respectively. This validates
the assumption that the patterns outside θ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦] are
sufficiently suppressed to have a negligible effect on the SLL.

The gains of both simulated subarrays were 1.9 dB lower
than their respective directivities (over full three-dimensional
space), translating to subarray antenna efficiencies of 65%.

C. Steered-Pattern Results at 3 GHz

The steered patterns were obtained by re-calculating the
subarray correction weights [5] to minimise the maximum
SLL across the steering range at 3 GHz, then combining the
corrected subarray patterns numerically with the appropriate
beamforming weights [4]. Alternatively, the correction weights
could also be calibrated to minimise steered-beam squint or
deviation from the desired subarray patterns.

The theoretical SLL of the feed-network response obtained
from the compressive-array design algorithm was −11.3 dB.
After synthesising the desired response in a chequered net-
work, the SLL worsened by 0.5 dB to −10.8 dB. Interest-
ingly, subsequently implementing the chequered network in
microstrip and simulating the complete compressive array
resulted in an SLL of −11.2 dB, within 0.1 dB of the
theoretical SLL. The manufactured compressive array had an
SLL within 1.1 dB of the theoretical SLL at 3 GHz.

Fig. 11 shows the SLLs of the steered patterns as functions
of steering angle. The theoretical and simulated arrays have
their worst SLLs near broadside, whereas the manufactured
array has the worst SLL at the extreme steering angles.
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Fig. 11. SLLs as functions of steering angle at 3 GHz.

As expected [4], the SLLs of the arrays start deteriorating
rapidly near the extremes of the steering range. The SLL of
the manufactured array starts deteriorating rapidly near about
+9.5◦, which shows the importance of specifying a slightly
wider steering range than required.

Although the beamforming weights corresponding to the
worst steered pattern for the manufactured array correspond
an intended steering angle of −10.1◦, the peak of that pattern
is in fact at −8.1◦. The useful steering range is thus reduced.
This squinting effect is analysed further in Section IV-D.

Fig. 12 shows the steered patterns at various steering angles
for the theoretical, simulated, and manufactured arrays. In
Fig. 12(a), the SLLs near broadside steering for the theoretical
and simulated arrays are dominated by the shoulders of the
main beams and not the sidelobes themselves. On the other
hand, the SLL of the manufactured array is dominated by
its much higher sidelobes, which explains the difference in
the shape of the manufactured SLL near broadside steering
in Fig. 11. The shapes of the steered patterns, including the
deviations in the sidelobes for the simulated and manufactured
arrays, resemble the subarray 1 patterns in Fig. 10(a), since
the contribution of subarray 1 at broadside is far greater than
the contribution of subarray 2 (Fig. 10(b)). This illustrates the
importance of accurate realisation of the subarray patterns,
including the sidelobes outside the steering range, in order to
control the sidelobes in the steered patterns.

In Fig. 12(b), at the extreme steering angle of −10.1°, squint
(Section IV-D) is at its worst. In Fig. 12(c), at the steering
angle of 5°, the SLL of the theoretical array is at its best.
In all three cases in Fig. 12, the effect of the manufactured-
subarray sidelobes can be observed in the elevated steered-
pattern sidelobes.

Fig. 13 shows the steered-pattern 3-dB beamwidths at the
various stages of the design process. Also shown are the
beamwidths achieved by the simulated four-element dipole
array with uniform excitations. The four-element ULA is
included since compressive arrays aim to approach the per-
formance of ULAs with the same number of elements over
a particular steering range, but with a reduced number of
controls. The simulated uniform-excitation ULA had an SLL
of −11.6 dB, which is comparable to that of the compressive
array. At all stages, the compressive-array beamwidth peaks
near broadside steering and is the lowest at the extreme steer-
ing angles. The theoretical array has a worst-case beamwidth
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Fig. 12. Steered patterns at 3 GHz at steering angles of (a) 0°, (b) −10.1°,
and (c) 5°.
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Fig. 13. Beamwidths as functions of steering angle at 3 GHz. The four-
element ULA is the simulated dipole array with uniform excitations.
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Fig. 14. Squint analysis: (a) Main-beam squint at 3 GHz. (b) Normalised
sums of subarray pattern powers/squared steering-vector norms at 3 GHz.

of 23.2°; the simulated array, 22.8°; the manufactured array,
21.4°; and the conventional ULA, 19.2°. The simulated array
has marginally narrower beamwidths than the theoretical array,
and the widest beamwidth of the manufactured array is 7.8%
better than that of the theoretical array. Even with only half
the number of controls, the widest beamwidth of the simulated
compressive array is within 18.8% of that of the simulated
four-element dipole array with uniform excitations.

D. Squint Analysis at 3 GHz

Fig. 14(a) shows the squints of the steered beams at 3 GHz
as functions of steering angle, where squint represents the
deviation in the realised pattern peak (the actual direction of
the main beam) compared to the intended steering angle. To
accurately determine the locations of the pattern peaks, mea-
surement noise was removed by filtering the steered patterns
with second-order Savitzky-Golay filters with frame lengths
of 30◦ [32].

The theoretical, simulated, and manufactured arrays have
maximum absolute squints of 1.1◦, 1.2◦, and 2◦ across the
steering range, respectively. This means that the useful steering
ranges are reduced by up to 1.1◦, 1.2◦, and 2◦ on each side,
respectively. For example, in order to realise a steered-beam
peak at −8.1◦ for the manufactured array, the steering weights
corresponding to a steering angle of −10.1◦ must be applied.

The direction of the main beam is maintained at the desired
steering angle by means of the constant-subarray-power-sum
constraints [4, eq. (15)–(16)]. The sum of the subarray pattern
powers is the squared norm of the steering vector, which needs
to remain constant near the intended steering angle in order
to control the direction of the main beam [4]. The normalised
squared steering-vector norm at various stages of the design is
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shown in Fig. 14(b). The squared steering-vector norm for the
theoretical array has a range of 0.2 dB as specified, which
leads to a maximum absolute squint of 1.1◦. The squared
steering-vector norm for the simulated array has a range of
0.28 dB, which leads to a slightly larger maximum absolute
squint of 1.2◦. The squared steering-vector norm for the
manufactured array has the largest range of 0.53 dB, leading to
a maximum absolute squint of 2◦. By comparing Figs 14(a)
and 14(b), it can be seen that the steered beams have zero
squint where the gradients of the steering-vector norms are
zero, e.g. near broadside and ±7.5◦ for the theoretical array
and near −5◦ for the manufactured array. This validates the
assumption that steered patterns have zero squint where the
steering-vector norms are locally constant [4].

The constant-steering-vector-norm constraints are only
maintained in the steering range to allow the suppression of the
subarray patterns in the out-of-scan regions [4]. This out-of-
scan suppression occurs at all stages of the design as shown
by the suppression of the summed subarray pattern powers
outside |θ | < 10◦ in Fig. 14(b). At the leftmost steering
angle, the left side of the steered beam is suppressed by the
subarray patterns, thereby squinting the beam towards the right
(a positive squint). This can be seen in Fig. 12(b), where the
manufactured beam is suppressed on the left. At the rightmost
steering angle, the right side of the steered beam is suppressed
by the subarray patterns, squinting the beam towards the left (a
negative squint). This also explains the decreased beamwidths
at extreme steering angles as seen in Fig. 13. In the case of the
manufactured array, the suppression of the subarray patterns
occurred prematurely within the steering range, leading to
worse squint than expected. The steep gradients in the subarray
patterns at the extremes of the steering range means that small
deviations during manufacturing can cause large deviations in
beamforming performance. To account for these deviation as
a result of manufacturing tolerances, it is advisable to keep
the subarray gains high across a range slightly wider than the
specified steering range to avoid premature suppression of the
subarray patterns.

V. CONCLUSION

The design and analysis of the first successfully manufac-
tured chequered-network compressive array with integrated
antenna elements has been presented. The practical feasibility
of compressive arrays has been demonstrated by this proof
of concept, and practical design considerations have been
identified.

Only the chequered-network tiles required optimisation in
full-wave simulation, making the proposed procedure for im-
plementing chequered networks in microstrip computationally
scalable. The use of embedded antenna-element patterns con-
firmed that the compressive-array design algorithm does not
require the assumption of identical element patterns. Good
agreement was observed between the theoretical, simulated,
and measured results for the assembled compressive array. The
prototype had acceptable impedance and isolation bandwidths
for a narrowband application.

It was found that deviations in steered-beam squint during
manufacturing is a much greater issue than previously as-

sumed, primarily due to the steep gradients in the subarray
patterns at extreme steering angles. It is advisable that a
slightly wider steering range than required be specified during
the design stage, and that subarray gains are kept high across
an even wider range to avoid excessive beam squinting.
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